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IKTRODUOTION
This study was prompted by remarks made In an article of
the U, S, Naval Institute ?rooeedlnKa « April, 1959, by Gaptain
I>onald a» Gumz, USlu In this article, Captain amaz wondered,
because of fluctuations of the aircraft Inventory of the Jfavy,
whether funds furnished to the Department of Defense, and in
particular to the Department of the llavy, were used as an economic
weapon. During the course of this investigation, contrary to the
Information stated by Oaptain Gums, the aircraft inventory of the
Navy appeared to be relatively stable; however, there were very
wide fluctuations in spending, from month to month, under the
appropriation title which finances the purchase of aircraft,
She general format of this paper is as follows. Chapters
I and II give some general information as to how the government
can influence the state of the economy and how it determines the
state of the economy for any time period. Chapter III presents
the statistical Information used, while Ohapters IV and V present
the analysis and conclusions generated.
The government has gradually increased its role in the
economic life of the country until there now exists a government
committed to the concept of trying to maintain continuous

prosperity. The basic premise of this paper will be examined in
light of the following questions* la the United States , as a
nation, so engrossed with the concept of prosperity that the
utilization of defense funds Is used primarily to help maintain
a growing economy with defense a secondary consideration? If
there is a genuine easing of world tensions, will defense
expenditures be maintained at Its present rate in order to
forestall any recessive tendency in the economy? A oload
•xamlnation of the Department of the Havy's spending may throw
some light on this subject.

OMPTJSR I
IHJS HOLE OF a07SIlHHBIl? IN MAINfAINIHa A SlABiiS SOOiJOHr
Since the development of Soonomlcs as a reoognized field
of study, Biuoh has been vx*ittei;i. regarding the role government
should play in helping shape the eoonomio pattern of any given
country* Those writings have been ag dlssiiailar as Adaa Smith and
his »ealth of J^^tiona and Karl Marx's Pas Kapital . with the
corresponding concepts of miniiauia governmental control to iaaximum
governmental control* Ihis chaptei'' will not atteapt to cover any
of these oonoepts and philosophies, but will describe the role
of the United States Government in the United States economy, as
envisioned by modern economists, in today's environment.
This chapter will describe the functioning of the various
devices used by the government in order to induce certain trends
in the soonoiay, but will not make any attempt to evaluate the
often contradictory steps which must be ooneidered in developing
an intelligent approach to economic zaanipulation by government.
Some of the solutions for curing a particular economic ill nay add
fuel to the fire of another economic 111. i^or explanatory purposes,
each device used by the government will be considered as if it

4existed by itself and the effects of manipulation are discussed
as they would theoretically exist by themselves. The interplay
between the various devices will not be considered* Information
concerning this facet of governaaent controls may be found in most
modern eoonomice texts*
Before getting; into the major discussion area of this
chapter, monetc-ry and fiscal policies of the government, an
examination of soias of the basic concepts relating thereto is in
order. iUiy change In the monetary or fiscal policies of the
government will have an effect on the spending characteristics of
the nation. Very briefly, the npending characteristics of the
oountry can be divided into three broad categories : oonsximption,
investment, and government. Oonsumption may be defined simply as
consumer spending. This includes ALL spending by the consumer for
all goods and services » Investment is the NIST investment spending
to provide for future busiaaas expansion. Xhe amount re(iuired to
balance depreciation has already been deducted* 1!his then
represents total new investment spending. Government represents
the total of government spending.
•'Por a detailed discussion of tHl3 subject see Paul A*
Samuelson, Soonomics. An Iritroduotory Analysis . (Hew JToric: MoCrraw-
Hill Book Oompany, 1961), Chapter 13, ?p. 258-283*

5These three broad areas of spending can be combined to
help determine the state of the economy* The two terms most
frequently used are Gross National Product (GIIP) and Met National
Product (HHP), The difference between these two items is the
allowance for depreciation* Since the investment curve reflects
net investment only, referral will be made to this value in any
discussion of the state of the economy* This value is useful in
any attempt at comparing the state of the economy with any
previous year and also gives us a current picture as to the rate
of growth of the economy*
Figure 1 shows the relationship between the throe major
spending schedules* In this figure we use the concept of the
forty-five degree line to help determine the IlSP at any given
time* Halce the scale for Total Spending equal to the scale for
Net National Product* Next, construct a forty-five degree line
from the intersection of the two scales* Any point on this
forty-five degree line will be equidistant from the 3e or y axle
of the graph* Since the scales used on both axis are exactly
equal in value, it follows that, for a point on the forty-five
degree line, the value indicated on one scale will equal the value
on the other scale. Place a point F* on the forty-five degree line,
determine what value in dollars of total spending it representst
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Figure 1. Spending Schedules.
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Tha various schedules depicted in Figure 1 actually have
a slight bow to them, but are represented here, as straight lines,
for simplicity.
She point of equilibrium, E, where total spending and MP
are equal is at the Intersection of the spending schedule under
consideration, For example, if we were considering only the
effect of consumption as a determinant of MP then it can be
determined from Figure 1 that total spending would be
approximately three and a quarter billion dollars and that the
NSP derived from consumption only would be the same. The effect
of investment spending and governmental spending with the resultant
effect on HHP can easily be seen.
Of interest also is the rather large change that can occur
in NNP with a comparatively small change in spending. With an
increase in spending of approximately two hundred billion dollars,
NHP can almost be doubled. In effect, a sixty percent increase in
spending can generate approximately one hundred percent increase
in NHP, Bear in mind that the values quoted in this short
discussion of spending are illustrative and sire designed to show
general principles only.
Of concern later will be the effect of governmental
spending, and in particular Navy spending, as it tends to affect
the national income picture. This concept, therefore, of
generating a change in HNP greater than the increase or decrease

8In spending is important
•
Monetary Controls and the Fc^deral Reserve
In the United States monetary controls are vested in the
Federal Reserve Board. The Federal Reserve System cama into being
in 1913 » hut did not have the great power that it enjoys today.
The Banking Aots of 1933 and 1935 gave the Board greater powers
in monetary controls* such as open market operations. The primary
advantage that the I'ederal Reserve has in attempting to induce
changes in the economy is that of quick action. The Federal
Reserve Board has its powers predefined so that it does not have
to go to Congress or to the President to act. Also, the effects
of its actions tend to become evident in a relatively short period
of time.
The prime function of the federal Reserve Board is control
of the country's supply of money and credit. If conditions are
such that an inflationary trend seems to be developing then the
Board will act to contract the economy; if conditions indicate
that the economy is becoming slightly depressed, then it will act
in a manner which will tend to expand the economy. The federal
Reserve Board attempts primarily to lean into the prevailing
economic winds.

An examination of how the Federal Keoerve Board
aocomplishes this follows* vihat is the process by which the
Federal ileserve effects the supply of money and credit in the
United States? In explaining this process an assumption is made
that there are indications of an inflationary threat and that the
monetary brakes are required to help maintain a stable economy.
This process consists essentially of five steps*
First, the Board must cut down on the bank reserves.
Second, with each dollar contraction in bank reserves
there will be approximately a five to one contraction in total
bank money.
^
Third, contraction of the money supply means that credit
will be very tight and that high interest rates will prevail.
Fourth, tight credit leads to less investment.
Fifth, a downward shift in iaveetment and government
spending will lead to a downward effect in total spending, prices
and jobs.
Thus, with the initiation of step one, braking action
would occur, slowing up the economy.
In order to spur the economy the initial step would consist
of increasing the bank reserves. The above steps would occur in
^Xbid., p. 3^5. A more detailed discussion can be found in
this text.
^Ibid . The five to one ratio quoted is based on an approxi
nation of the legal reserves required to be held against total
demand deposits by member banks of the Federal Reserve System. A




the same order but with an opposite effect.
How oan the Federal Reserve Initiate the above process?
There are several things that can be done. The three main weapons
available to the Board are:
1. Open market operations.
2. Discount rate policy.
3« Changing the legal reserves requirements.
In addition to the above there are several minor weapons that have
been employed by the Board. These ares
1« Moral suasion*
2* JSstablish margin requirements on stoo:^ purchases.
3. Credit controls.
4« Controls on housing mortgage contracts.
Of these minor weapons only the first two are still in effect,
Congress having allowed the remainder to elapse.
A brief description of how each weapon works is discussed
below. The approach taken for each description is that there are
economic conditions indicating an inflationary trend and that the
proper course of action is to contract the economy by applying
monetary brakes*
Open ^larket Operations
This is the principal weapon used by the Federal Reserve
Board. In order to effect the supply of money the Federal Reserve

Board buys or sells government bills. Ihese are of short
duration, usually thirty, sixty or ninety days. In order to
contract the econoaay the Board sells these bills to several
different groups. They are traded through some six dealers in
government bills and the exact purchasers are not known* However,
it is safe to assume that the large insurance companies, big
business firms and commercial banks are the principal buyers*
The buyer pays for the government bills with a draft which
the Federal Reserve passes for payment to a member bank. This
reduces the bank reserves by the amount of the draft and sets
off a five to one^ contraction of the available money supply.
This process is a never ending one and continues on a day to day
basis.
Discount Hate Policy
The Federal Reserve Banks make loans to member banks.
Such loans are called "discounts." The Board uses its ability to
change the rate of interest on these loans (discount rate) to
attempt to induce certain trends in the money supply and credit
structure in the country. The discount rate, as a rule, is set to
follow the market. The open market operations have the effect of
^The legal reserve requirement is assumed to be twenty
percent of demand deposits.
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drying up the total money supply. As money becomes scarce the
member banks will try to borrow from the Federal Reserve System
30 as to increase their respective money supplies, The Board in
turn will raise the discount rats to discourage the borrowing of
money from the Federal Reserve Banks, thus tending to keep the
money supply and credit at a level lower than that indicated by
an inflated economy.
The Federal Jieserve Board is passive in the execution of
its authority in this area. It cannot go out in the market place
and dram up business. It can only wait for the business to come
to it. Therefore, the Federal Reserve cannot always set the
discount rate as accurately as it might desire. The raising of
the discount rate will tighten credit and will act as a monetary
brake on the economy.
Changing the Legal Reserve Requirements
Congress has given the Federal Reserve Board the power to
change the legal reserve requirements within certain specified
limits. The Board can vary the reserve requirements from seven to
fourteen percent for country banks and ten to twenty-two percent
for other banks. This tool is extremely powerful and is only used
after very careful deliberation. It la not used every day as the
open market operations are. Any changes in the reserve
requirements will have an almost instantaneous effect within the
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ffloney supply of the country. An examination of what will happen
if the reserve requirements are raised is discussed below,
Asaume that the legal reserve requirement is to be raised
from twenty to twenty-five percent of demand deposits. How will
this affect the supply of money and credit within the economy?
A reserve requirement of twenty percent means that the bank must
keep on hand twenty percent of its demand deposits in an
extremely liquid forai. this twenty percent of demand deposits is
not available for loans or other investment purposes. Xhe
Federal Reserve Board decides to raise the legal requirements.
What will happen? Imaed lately upon the issuance of such an order
the lEember banks will show a deficit with respect to reserves.
The bank will have to sell some of Its bonds and call in some of
its loans. The bond buyers will use up their demand deposits in
the purchase of the bonds and the borrowers would have to utilize
their demand deposits to repay the loans. The process will only
stop when the banks have brought down, their demand deposits to
the new ratio of four to one. Table 1 demonstrates this.
During the adjustment to this rise in the reserve
requirement there will be a rapid drying up of the available money
and credit. It would cause a very sharp drop in the investment
5por purposes of illustration an increase in the reserve
rsquiroiaent from twenty to twenty-five percent it? assumed. In
actuality the Federal Reserve Board would have to get
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The same base of reserves now supports only 4:1, not 5:1 of
deposits.
*Paul A. Samuelson, Soonomios. An Introductory Analysis .
(New Tork: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1961), Chapter 15f P- 353.
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and government spending schedules, resulting In a sharp drop In
the national Income picture. .Dhe utilization of this weapon would
contract the eoonomj very drastically, and Is used with great
discretion*
It might be noted that In 1936«1937» reserve requirements
were sharply raised with little effect on the economy. During
this period banks had found loans and other Investments so
unattractive that they had large amounts of "excess" reserves.
Thus the raising of the reserve requirement did not have the effect
It would today.
Minor Weapons of iMonetary Policy
Uhe Federal Reserve Board Is left with two minor weapons
that It can and does use to help maintain a stable economy. These
are moral suasion and controls over the margin requirements from
stock purchases.
Moral suasion, while not binding by law, can be a very
potent Influence on the banking fraternity. Appeals to the
community spirit and threats, whether vague or otherwise, can
frequently Induce the member banks to conform to certain basic
policies desired by the Federal Reserve 3oard, without the Board
having to execute any of the legal weapons at Its disposal.
The Federal Reserve Board has the power to regulate the
margin requirements over stock purchases. By chainglng this
requirement over credit In the stock market, the Board can restrict
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the amount of money available for inveetiaent. When desiring to
exert a contract in^j; influence, the Board can require that an
individual put up laore money than previously required, in the
purchasing of stock* This reduces the "investment base," and
consequently, the total amount of money available for investment.
In summary, the effect of the Federal Reserve Board's
actions, selling government bills, raising the discount rate, and
raising the reserve requirements, will tend to discourage business
expansion and therefore tend to slow down the economy, reducing
the risk of inflation. Theoretically a business expansion should
6
occur if the above actions were reversed. However, as Brainard
points out, expansionary measures promoted by the Federal Eeserve
Board are not certain of producing the desired expansion. Banks
may have an adequate amount of loanable funds available, at
attractive rates, but business alone will decide whether or not to
take advantage of such loans for Investment purposes. Business
will attempt to expand only if there are favorable conditions for
making profits. If business feels that it is not the right time to
expand, then the cheap money available will do little good to
promote and expansion. The usefulness of the Federal Reserve
Board's action depends, to a large extent, on proper timing. If
contracting measures are applied prematurely a healthy expansion
may be converted into a serious break in the business cycle, 'so
III
' 8 ' " "' "" "" '""" ' " """ " ' "
Harry G. Brainard, jconomics in Action . (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1959), p. 243.
'
"Fight Over the Federal Reserve, " Time . February 14, 1964,
p. 85* Some critics of the Federal Reserve Board feel that an early
tightening of money helped induce the 1938 and I960 recessions.




serious a break perhaps, as to cause a recession.
It seems then, that the actions taken by the Federal
Reserve Board can be useful in helping to slow down the economy,
but by itself, is not sufficient to help in overcoming a
recession. In order to do this we need additional action by the
governnient
.
fiscal Polio.y o^ the Government
Monetary policy, as described in the first part of this
chapter, affects primarily the investment schedule of the economy.
The effect of fiscal policy, on the other hand is to affect
primarily the government schedule of spending. The task of fiscal
policy is to deal with taxes and public expenditures to help
attain a high employment rate and growing economy, without price
inflation.
The Automatic Stabilizers
Within the fiscal structure of the govarnment there are
several automatic stabilizers which tend to maintain the economy
at a stable level. These stabilizers are immediately effective
with any change in Net National Product and always tend to act
Qounter to the economic trend.
The tax system in the United States is based primarily on
Income, both corporate and personal. With any change in the level
of the economy an almost immediate change will occur in the tax
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receipts of the government. As incomes rise, greater ajaounts will
be collected Ijy government in the form of taxes. Oonversely, as
incomes drop leas and less will be collected by the government.
In the case of a recessive tendency, less income will be earned,
and, therefore, less will be paid in taxes. How in the case of a
recession, reduction in the dollar amount in taxes is the proper
step to ta&e to help reverse the recessive tendency of the economy
4
In the case of an inflationary trend, dollar amounts of Income
will rise, tax inooaie to the sovernaent will rise, and again the
©eonomic swing will tend to be dampened.
A second stabilizer is our present system of unemployment
compensation and other welfare transfers. In a recession people
will besin to lose their jobs and have their nomal source of
iacome removed. However, without employment, raost of these people
are now able to draw a substitute inoome from the various state
and federal unemployment compensation funds that have been set up.
During periods of high employment, these funds would tend to grow;
the principal source of money for these funds eomins from both
employees and employers. During recession years these funds are
used to help tide over those not so fortunate in their Job holding
abilities. Thus consuraption by the oonsuiasr can be maintained at
some reasonable level. The sharp drop in oonsuner consumption
aasociated with the business recessions prior to 1932 have been
eased considerably by these unemployment compensation funds.

X9
Para aid programs also aid in stabilizing the eooaoiay»
\flth falling agricultural prices the various programs set up hy
the government swing into operation. Essentially, the government
buys In order to remove surpluses from the free market, thus
maintaining a relatively good price for the small farmer.
Theoretically, when inflation brews and prices soar, the sovernment
unloads the previously purchased agricultural goods and thus
dampens the price s^^ings, (The continupd build-up of farm
surpluses Indioates that the small farmer hae experienced an almost
continual recession since World ^ar II, The days of the small
family farra seem to be linilted.)
Corporate and family savings also tend to act in
opposition to the economic swings, Thi? is particularly true with
the recessive swings in the business cycle. Corporations tend to
maintain their dividend payments, thus puaaping money into a
depressed econoiay* Families will tend to maintain their former
standard of living as long as possible. In order to do this they
must draw on family savings,"
°Pamily savings differ quite drastically from savings in
©.n eco:^offiic sensis. In eoonomios, fjavl.tii^s is nori-oo-isaisption aa
described by non-buying or non-investing* Family savings, as
thour^t of by the economist is an Investment, (Banks can lend on
savings deposits*) What occurs in a recession is a reduction in
family savings, which in actuality Is a reduction in the investment
schedule. The consumption schedule is increased loy the same amount
as the decrease of the investment schedule. The affect of this
transfer of "spending" is problematioal. Will the increase in the
consumption schedule stimulate business to seek Invsatment from
other sources? Or will the decrease in investment discourage
business so that it will not seek to expand with a moderate
increase in consumption? This money is "savings" only when the
bank cannot lend it, • .
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Tn& built-in stabiliziers nxa effective in acting to offset
the ©oonoaiio trend; however, they are not sufficient in their own
ri^iht to fully dampen the swings of the busslnessp cycle.
Additionally, each reductS.on of the Net Nat3.onal Product by the
reduction in taxes also reduces the size of the "multiplier
effect," Instead of a three or four to one r©.tlo, we now have a
1.5 or tKo to one ratio. The built-in fstabllizers tend to wipe
out part of the fluctuation of the economy hut not completely,
Discretionsry monetary .policy, as exaspllflad by the actions of
the federal Reserye Board, ooupled with discretionary fiscal
policy are required to remove remnants of the reanslon*
Discretionary Fiscal Policy
The three prinoipal tf®apons at the disposal of the
government in the realm of discretionary fiscal policy are:
!• Tarying public works and other expenditure programs,
2. Varying transfer expenditure projira^ns, and
?• Vs,rylng tax rates cyclically.
Briefly, oach of these weapons can be used to combat an impending
receaeioii.
Varying Public Works and Other Jagpenditure Programs
In the history of governiaental action to help the country
recover frofi an eoonoraio deprerssion, prime reliance was placed on
public works prograina. Xheae projects oonaisted essentially of
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make work projects, such as road building without the use of
modern earth-iaoving equipment, leaf raking in public parks,
construction of monuments and other projects of limited usefulness*
This was thought to be the only safe way to help the country
without getting on the treadmill to financial ruin* This concept
has since given way to one of providing useful work; the
accomplishment of things that need to be done.
If it appears that the recession is to be of a relatively
short duration, many economists believe that antirecession type
public works should not be begun. The thinking here is that it
takes a long time to get a building started, and that often as not,
when full expenditures are finally brought to bear by this project,
the recession is over and the increased money spent will now tend
to produce an inflationaxy trend. This "over correction" of the
economy must also be avoided.
This is not to argue against needed public works. These
should be planned and accomplished for their own sake and should
not be used as a pawn in the fight for a stable economy, A
recession should not be the whip to spur needed and worthy programs
Many planned public works can, at the first sign of recession, be
speeded up so that they can act In the best Interest of the
country and fight the recassion. The various government agencies
have on the shelf blueprJjits to be used in the event of a
depression. The preliminary spending is usually accomplished and

all that -wei ba d&ae .Is to hirg ths parEionael to ^^orlr on the
project.
?axj autlraoasslaa publi.? worlts shoul?. bs plan^ied t3o that
it can b3 aoooTipllshed in a rslativel^ short time spaa* Any
project ^bloh i^'-oald take lon^sr than 9tsht«jeti nionths s?hould not be
considsrad as a possible iorojoot for antireceg^lon use* Since
the Korean police action vra hava had t.hrss reoassions. In aaoh
of thasft the re-oovery period has been less than eighteen Tionths,
"Over-'Oorreatln^" the sQanomy vrould reavilt if longar tern projects
Kore oonr,id©r8d and used,
y&rylng: 1?ransfer Bxpenditure Pro<.-:rams
In addition to the built-in ntnbilizesrs of unemployment
oo-ipensation, thera is much that gavernTient 0G.n do In wslfare
programs 3.n helping to ease the economio swings* For example,
during Inflationary trends, scheduled Isauanoe of funds such as
veterans* bonuses, could be del?*yed and dvirins recessive periods
these payr^ientp. oould be speeded up or even inoreassd in total
dollar amounts. Unemployment conipengatlon already being utilized
in a depressed period, could be extended and again the dollar
amounts inoreased. The program oould be enlarged to enooiapass a
greater sesfent of the population. The one drawback to the
increasina of welfare pa^iaents Is that, once raised, it la very
hard to rjet tham back to the p:?erscession level. 'Sser.sency programs
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enacted to alleviate short-term effects almost never disappear
after the emergency Is over*
Varying Tslx Rates Qyollcally
In order to prevent or to slow down an existing recession
reduction of taxes Is In order. While this occurs to some extent,
as an automatic effect of reduced Income,^ the reduction of the
existing tax rates, or the reduction of the existing tax base,
or both, would materially help the economy. The primary
disadvantage to the use of this method Is the pace at which
Congress moves* The tax reductlon^^ enacted In February, 1964,
was first urged by the President In January, 1963* Xhe advantage,
of course, Is that once enacted and signed by the President,
Increased paychecks are evident at the very next payday. Another
disadvantage Is that once taxes are reduced, It Is difficult to
raise them should the need arise* The government should In good
times have high taxes and budget surpluses (to prevent Inflation),
and during Impending bad times, lower taxes and budget deficits*
This concept Is extremely difficult to present to the average
voter* He does not see why, in good times, the government should
take such a large slice of his weekly paycheck* It might be easier
^Samuelson, p* 391«
^^Thls tax reduction is designed to maintain a buoyant




to suffer through bad tisies without a tax reduction than have to
fight inflation with a tax rise upon the return of good times.
SumEaar?
In the last few pages a generalization of many econoaic
concepts has been made. An attempt has been aade to Introduce the
reader briefly to several of the more important methods that
government has to help in the process of maintaining economic
stability, full esiployment, and a sound growth rate* Many of the
measures that government can use are still controversial.
In review then, the government can affect the supply of
money and credit through the federal Reserve System, with open
marScet operations, changes in the discount rate, and changes in
the legal reserve requirements. The Federal Reserve Board members
act as if they were members of the board of directors of a
national bank. Though the United States does not have a national
bank as such (member banks are separate, private institutions),
the net effect of the federal Reserve system is one that acts as
a national bank* In good times this system tends to contract the
amount of money and credit available to prevent inflation, and in




The fiscal policies that we have touched upon deal
primarily with the alleviation of recessive tendencies in the
economy To do this the government usually spends money In an
attempt to keep the let National Product at or near normal levels.
Tax reduction makes available more money to the consumer and tends
to Induce greater consumer spending. It effectively, therefore,
oan be considered to be a "government spending program."
This then is how government attempts to maintain a stable
economy. An examination of how the state of the economy is
determined is now in order.

OHAPTSa II
DBTSRMMIION OF THE STATJS OP THE BOONOMT
Thus far a disousslon of some of the things that
government caii do to help ease the burden of recession periods
for the citizenry has been presented* This chapter vlll be
devoted to a brief explanation of the determination of the state
of the economy* How Is the degree of severity of a downturn In
the econosiy dei&ermlned? How Is the trough of the eoonoialo
contraction determined? How soon after occurrence can the
eoonoiaio trends be noted?
Huch of the information presented in this chapter is
derived from several different publications published under the
auspices of the national Bureau of jiioonomic Research* This
organization haS| as its objective,-^ "to ascertain and present to
the public Important economic facts and their interpretation in a
scientific and Impartial manner*"
Essentially, the state of the economy is deteiialned by
analyzing different statistical information which seem to indicate
•^I'he object of the organization, along with some basio
policy information, is published in every publication printed under




what Is occurring within the econom/. For example, when
employment goes up we are apparently experiencing good times, and
oonversely, when ejaploymeiit drops we are apparently experiencing
poor times. This is an over-simplification of the determination
of the state of the economy but illustrates the general concept
involved wh^n dealing with eoonoiaic statistics. Hot only must
there be statistics, but they laust show whether "good" times or
not are Indicated, and there laust be an understanding as to the
aeaning oi trend changes of tm particular statistic involved.
In addition, a deteriaination of which statistics are relevant to
an analysis of the eoonomy iaust be laade. Of the many statistics
available, aeveral seem to lead the sconoiiiy, several seem roughly
coincidental, and several B&em to be lagging the eooaoBiy, The
basic problem is to identify each group of statistics and relegate
thera to their proper piaoe within the eoonordic spectrum.
The statistical information used by the economist are made
available froM several different privat© and government sources.
Among thes$ ax'e the Department of Oomsierce, Bureau of Labor
Statistics, Federal Heserve Board, Dow-Jones & Oompany, Dun and
Bradatreet, and the Association of Ai^erican Itailroads, This list
is hy no zaeans complete, and represents only some of the sources
which generate statistics useful to the economist for his study.
The general procedure used to determine what information
is valuable is to relate the statistical information available to
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the known ups and downs In the economy over as long a time span as
possible* liot only does this process tend to identify statistical
trends with the eoonoaay, but after careful study helps to refine
the timing of the events in any business cycle. Once the
Information has been aligned with the economy, a determination of
vhloh indicators lead, lag, or are roughly coincidental to the
economy, can be zaade. These indicators can then be used, when
matched against ourrent statistics, as a measure of the present
eoonoiiiy* 3y closely watching the trends of these statistics, an
estimate as to the future trends of the economy oan be made. A
ftttnnary of selected statistical indicators has been published by
the Bureau of Economic Hesearchf^ Some statistics go back as far
as 1879 » and have been acciirately correlated with the economic
trends since that time.
The list of ourrent indicators mentioned above is a
tentative one only* !Che investigation into the economic
reliability of the data collected, and its relation to the economic
situation of the country is a continuing one* Often an indicator
which nori&ally leads the economic trends might in a particular
recession not follow the pattern expected. The reasons for specific
exemptions to the historic trends seera to be controlled by condition^
peculiar to the economy at the time of the economic turn. These
2Geoffrey H. Moore, Statistical Indicators of Qyclical
a^vivals and Eeoessions. National Bureau of Sconomio Research
Occasional Paper 31 > \Mv lorJci The Gallery Press, 1950), p. 63.
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conditions cannoii be prediGted with suffioient acouracj to state
whiola of the indicators will not respond as it should. ]?or
example i in both the 1952-1954 and 194B-1949 recessions
residential buildin;£ disx^la/ed great strength, -wlrlle in 1937-1938
and 1929-1930, considerable weakness. Such differentiation of the
strong and weak sectors of the economy during a recession is
essential to appropriate diagnosis and propel^ corrective action
policies required to promote a proapt and healthy revival of the
economy, Accui'ate and prompt data on comparative changes in
personal and corporate income tax payments, anemployment benefits,
goverriiuent (federal, state, and local) expenditures, public works
contracts, interest raues, money supply, and Federal Reserve
operations would enable one to appraise the strength and timing of
either "built-in" or deliberate leveling policies. Historical
patterns and relationships ougiit not to be transplanted
meohanically, Tuey can and should be used to help formulate
realistic appraisals of existing situations.
Another problem is the deteraiiiiation of a cyclical
eontraotion of the economy. When are we in a recession? For
example, the period 1951-1952 could be considered by many to be one
of "contraction." After the upsurge of 1950, caused by the start
of the Korean War, many areas of the econoray suffered setbacks.
The total rate of the economy had slackened measurably. However,
there was no overall decline in output, incorae or employment, or a
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rise in iinsmployiiient • Defense Industries continued to expand
rapidly, therefore, this period was not considered to haye
experienced a business oontraction, even though segments of the
economy were "recessed*" This is analogous to the present day
situation relative to the depressed areas along the Appalachian
mountain chain. While the rest of the country is experiencing
boom, this section of the country has wallowed in the depths of
depression. The total of the statistical indicators for the
country as a whole indicate that we are experiencing "good" times.
Of the many bits of statistical information available,
some of them are more reliable or trustworthy than others. A
series of statistics is more useful as an early indicator of trends
in general business, other things being equal, wheni^
1. The longer its average leads at past turns in the
economy.
2. The more uniform are these leads in occurrence and
length.
3. The closer its specific cycles come to having a one-to-
one correspondence to business cycles.
A. The more clearly defined its specific cycles.
^Wesley 0. Mitchell and Arthur F. Burns, "Statistical
Indicators of Oyclical Revivals," Business Qycle Indicators . Vol. I.
ed. ueoffrey H. Moore, National Bureau of Bconomio Research,
(Princetons Princeton University Press, 1961), p. 173.
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5» the less Intense its erratic moveaient in comparison
with the amplitude of its specifio cycles.
6« The fewer the changes in the direction of its month-to«
month movements.
7. The smaller and more regular the seasonal variations
that have to be "eliminated" before the specific cycles can be
studied.
8. The larger the number of past turns covered by the
series.
9» The farther baclc in time any irregularities in
conformity to business cycle revivals occurred.
10. The broader the range of activities represented by the
series.
11. The more stable the economic significance of the
process represented.
However, things seldom are equal. When a series rates
high, as judged by some of the above criteria, they tend to rate
very low in other critical areas. Hence any list of statistical
"leaders" in economic forecasting must be annotated as to their
strong or weak points. For example (see below), some of the
statistics, with annotations, as generated in a 1938 study, ^ show
the wide range of Information that must be considered before
^Ibid .. pp. 174-178.
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evaluating the "worth" of any statistic, and its resultant place
In the total economic picture. Of vhat value would statistics
with the following annotations be in determining the economic
trends?
DOW-JON£IS INDEX OP IN3USTHIAL 3I0QK PRIOSS
Average lead seven months. A long series; covers ten
business cycles. No lags, but one coincidence, timing ranges
from -13 to months, iirratic movements mild. Reversals of
direction relatively infrequent. Mo seasonal. Skips the cyclical
decline of 1926-1927, but shows marked retardation in 1926 and
early 1927* Source: Wall Street Journal .
INDSC OF BUSINESS AOTIVITT, AI4J3RIOAN TSL.3PH0NB AND TSLBGRAPH 00.
Average lead two months. Covers fifteen cycles,
maintaining one-to-one correspondence. iSight leads, one lag,
seven coincidences. Timing range, -8 to •I. .Srratio movements
mild, and changes of direction infrequent. Source j American
Telephone and Telegraph Company, Nummary Qf Business Oonditions .
TOH-MIL^ OF FHEIGHT ilAUL^
Average lead four months. Mo lags or coincidences. One-to-
one correspondence. Oovers five cycles, one of them prewar. Timing
range, -11 to -1. iirratic movements mild. Reversals of direction
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relatively Infrequent, Seasonal relatively siaall and stable*
Principal defect is that three of the seven leads are only one
month. Sources Interstate Oommeroe Oommission, freight Iraii^
Performance of Olass I Steam Railways.
PAOrORY MPLOIMBNT, TOTAL
Average timing 0, Timing range very narrow, -2 to +1* Two
leads, two lags, two coincidences. One-to-one correspondence,
iSrratic movement mild, changes in direction exceptionally
infrequent. One of the most consistent indicators of revival.
Chief limitation is that the record covers only five cycles.
Source: gede:i;^al Reserve Bulletin ,
Though the above was published originally in 1958, this
type of information, continually updated with data from the latest
economic swing, are the basic ingredients for a determination of
the state of the economy, at any given time. The variations from
the "norm" may often prove to be significant in discovering new
truths about our economy. During the last two recessions, prices,
which normally decline, advanced. In addition, total disposable
income did not appreciably decline, even though unemployment did
rise. This last item can be explained in part by the transfer of
funds in the form of unemployment compensation. While it is still
too early to tell, it will be important for future generations to
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Icnow if these conditions of rising prices, climbing unemployment,
and rQlatively stable personal income, during recessive periods
of the economy are to becoiae a permanent feature of a
contraotional econoiaic period.
Assuaing that this trend becomes a permanent fixture of
economic oontraotion in business, the basic question raised
appears to be one of controlling the inflationary trend, and still
oombat the recessive tendency. How can total inflationary
pressure be controlled within acceptable limits, if prices continue
to rise during a recesslont Must we curtail unemployment
compensation, set wage ceilings, or both, during recessions, to
reduce the amount of money available for consumption? Must we set
price controls during recessive periods? This type of thinking,
while theoretical in nature, is representative of that which must
be considered when any unusual performance of the statistical
Indicators of the economy are noted.
She knowledge and experience of this writer are not
sufficiently developed to completely analyze the statistical data
available for the determination of the state of the economy for
the fiscal years 1954 through 196;5. The periods of contraction of
the eoonomy, as determined by the National Bureau of JSoonomic
Eesearch, have been used to denote the recession periods discussed
in the remainder of this paper. These periods arei
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July 1953 to August 1954
July 1957 to April 1958, and
Mid I960 to Sarly 1961.
These periods represent periods of ecoaomlc contraction
only, and do not represent that period from peak to the regaining
of the prerecession peaic, Sxact dates are not available for the
oast recession period listed above, Qosiplete evaluation of the




fiXJ?£NDXfUaSS BX TdB IIA7Y, FISCAL 1954 XHROUGa FI30AL 1963
In this chapter the basic material to be analyzed will be
presented. The general format will include a brief description-^
of the appropriation title under discussion so that the reader can
get a general idea of the items that money is spent for within
the different categories. Some of the appropriation titles appear
to be» at first glanoe, misleading. For example, fuel for ships
should logically be considered as a problem for supply and
logistics. In tactical deoision-making this is the connotation
given to the problems engendered by the need of ships for fuel.
However, for appropriations purposes this item was considered
under an operational category. Part of this problem of confusion
of titles has been alleviated in the appropriations bills of I960.
In this legislation many of the appropriations were combined into
one operating category, namely, Operations and Haintenanoe, Navy.
This new title includes virtually every item that might affect the
lomediate operating capabilities of the fleet. Supply of materials
^Summary descriptions of the various titles are developed
from Department of the Navy Budget Digest, NAVEXQ3 P-1356
(Washington: Governiaent Printing Office, Fiscal years 1957 through




Is now included in thiQ appropriation title and no longer
warrants a separate title*
Under this appropriation title many of the formerly
separata items were consolidated into activities of the new
appropriation title. Six of these under detailed examination by
this paper, were so included, and, therefore, detailed examination
of the monies spent in the original appropriation title area are
not available* The tables and charts for these titles were,
therefore, terminated at the end of fiscal year 1959. The
information contained in thsa will be useful only in examining the
spending of the Department of the Mavy for the period fiscal 1954




Naval Personnel, General Expenses
Service-Wide Supply and Finance
Service-Wide Operations
Aircraft and Facilities.
In order to avoid unnecessary repetition in describing what money
is spent for in the above categories, no further mention will be
made of the consolidation of the several titles. Appropriate
footnotes will appear where this consolidation had taken place.
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The above expenditure functions have all been included in the
Operations and l^intenance category. The old titles are being
allowed to continue until all atonies previously appropriated and
apportioned have been ooapletely expended.
tiae Span Oonsideratione
In doing the initial research into the factual material
available on Naval expenditures, it was found that there was very
elcetchy expenditure data (from the layman's point of view, not an
accountant's) available for the years prior to fiscal 1950, All
of the accounts were kept by appropriation symbol, and in order to
determine any spending data on a monthly basis, a detailed
examination of daily expenditures by appropriation eymbol would be
required. This data, in turn, would have to be totaled and
translated from appropriation symbols into appropriation titles.
To accoaplieh this with any degree of accuracy would require the
expenditure of resources beyond the capabilities of this writer.
Therefore, a tentative starting point was established beginning
with fiscal year 1950.
It quickly became apparent that the material contained in
these records for fiscal 1951 through 1953, were not representative
of peaoetiine spending oy the I'iavy. The JCoresm police action from
June, 1950 to July, 1953, required the expenditure of many millions
more than could normally be expected during peacetime. Fiscal year
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1950, alone, would not be Indicative of any spending trend by the
peacetime -Navy. The first year then that might reflect any degree
of normalcy in spending would be fiscal 195A. this then was the
first year chosen which would be presented for detailed
examination* Bvon here, some of the categories of expenditures
considered still reflect the relatively high rate of spending
associated with the military action in Korea,
The last year that complete information le available is
fiscal 1963. Some of the figi^res initially presented for this
year may have to be updated as the accounts for the fiscal year
are finally closed out; however, there is no indication, at this
writing, which accounts, If any, will require an adjustment*
Hormally any changes to the originally published figures will be
small. For purposes of this paper the figures given for fiscal
1963 are considered to be final, and any changes made in the
future because of accounting adjustments would not materially
affect the considerations and conclusions surmised in Chapter IV.
From the above it oan be seen that for the purposes of
this paper the best time span available for study is for the
period of fiscal 1954 through fiscal 1963, inclusive.
there were several considerations given to the titles
chosen for examination. An attempt was made to pick appropriation
titles that could be easily followed for the entire period under
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oonsideration. This, of course, was not possible because of the
major change In the presentation of material with fiscal year
i960, and because of the oonslderatlons listed below* In one
case (Aircraft and Related Procurement), a new title appeared in
i960, designed to eventually replace the old appropriation title*
For the years I960 through I963, the old and new titles had to be
combined in order to present a true picture of the expenditures
in this area*
Another consideration was the idea of presenting material
that would logically balance* We would normally expect that,
without a major lailitary crisis, monies spent for military
salaries would be maintained at a reasonably level rate* Xhe same
concept would hold true for the spending of funds for military
hardware items such as ordnance or aircraft procurement. The
only changes expected would be those reflecting the changing
purchasing power of the dollar or for pay raises, there are other
areas, within the sphere of aillitary influence and control, where
a variation of the spending rate could be tied in very closely
with the economy; areas that by design could be used not only as
a tool for military use but as a tool for economic use as well*
Examples of this would be Naval Reserve forces, certain military
construction, and military construction for Reserve forces*
Expansion or contraction of the Reserve component could be a rery
effective way of making more or less money available to the economy*
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Uhe propensity to consume would b© fairly high in this sector,
unitary construction, both Reserve and non<*Reserve, could be
controlled in much the same manner as Public Works is controlled
in other ^overmaent spending* The short run military posture
would probably not be materially hurt by financial manipulation
in these areas.
A third consideration tras to try and pick areas where
the dollar amount of expenditures, or laclc of expenditures, would
tend to bear heavily on the economy, Certain categories, with
expenditures of half a iailllion per year, do not have as great an
economic affect as other areas which spend hundreds of aillions
monthly.
The three basic considerations then are continuity of
expenditures, possible manipiilative nature of expenditures, and
dollar value of expenditures.
Format
The presentation of the expenditure data will be as
follows. First, a brief discussion of the expenditure title,
giving the general areas in which money can be spent. Second, a
table of expenditures for each of the fiscal years, 1954 through
1963, inclusive (through 1959 inclusive for the six previously
listed titles), for selected titles, expressed in thousands of
dollars. Third, a graphic presentation of the average spending,
with a view to spotting any trends in this ©pending. The
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reoesslon partods which have occurred during this period, as
determined in Chapter II, will be Indicated on both the graph
and table of expenditures.
The ccnatruction of the graph requires an explanation.
It will be noted that most of the monthly expenditures figures,
as presented in the respective tables, do not fall exactly on the
curve of the aoooiapanylng graph. The monthly expenditures in
aiany cases fluctuate widely from month to month. A graph with
very widely fluctuating figures would be difficult to follow, and
any trends within the figures that make up the graph would be
difficult to establish. Therefore, the original graphs were
averaged 30 aa to present the material in an eaaily readable form.
Figure ? shows han this was accomplished. It will be noted that
any trend can be very quickly determined by using this technique.
Oocaslonally, there is a very large expenditure, compared to the
normal spending for the title, which la difficult to average In.
When this occurs the extraordinary figure is temporarily excluded
from the formation of the curve, but then indicated as a vertical
line from the average curve to the point represented by the level
of spending for that month, this is shown in Figure 2 by the
spending for the month of Hay.
The curve shown in Figure 2 is presented to show how the
succeeding graphs were prepared and does not represent any
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Figure 2. Graphic Explanation of How Appropriation
Title Graphs Were Prepared
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Line A Indicates the aotuaJl expenditures for the month; line B
the resultant averaged curve, Ihe averaged curve only appears
on the accosapanying graphs.
In addition to the monthly sumaaries by title, there will
be several additional tables which will be self-explanatory in
character, i'hey will, in general, reflect yearly sumiaaries of
expenditures for the ticie period under consideration.
The left-hand ordinate for all of the charts is in
millions of dollsucs. The horizontal axis represents fiscal years.
Military Personnel, Navy
^iPJiy^l^r^;^ ..- ?ay. fn|4 41Ji,Qyah9^8 t
Provides officers and enlisted personnel on active duty,
Biidshipz&en at the Haval Academy, Aviation Oadsts, Officer
Candidates and Aviation Officer Oandidates with basic pay and,
as applicable, proficiency pay, incentive pay for hazardous duty,
subsistence and quarters allowances, station and special
allowances; special pay for unusual responsibility, salvage
diving, physicians and dentists, sea and foreign duty; payment
for unused leave, severance pay, mustering out pay, clothing
allowance for officers, reenlistment costs for enlisted personnel,
and the Initial outfit of clothing for Regular Mavy personnel
upon first enlistment or broken service reenlistment upon change
in status requiring a special type of uniform, for naval
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reservists upon the recall to active duty, and for maintenance
allowances* AIbo provides initial clothing and maintenance
allovanoe for aviation cadets, and initial clothing for officer
candidates and aviation officer candidates. Further, provides
the govermaeat's cost of providing social security coverage for
Kllltary personnel
•
AQtJ^vity 2 » au^s^s^enpe %^ AM^
Provides subsistence in kind for active duty enlisted
personnel, midshipiaen and aviation cadets when they do not receive
a cash allowance for subaistenoeB, and inactive retired and Fleet
Eeserve enlisted personnel when under treatraent in Federal
hospitals. Also provides for replacement of emergency rations,
rotation of operational rations, and trial and emergency rations
for special operations,
Aotlvity 1^ <» Movements, Permanent OhSLXide of Station i
Provides for travel, transportation, and dislocation
allowances of military personnel on active duty and their
dependents, household effects, and automobiles as follows:
Officers and enlisted personnel from home to active duty, between
permanent duty stations, and from active duty to home? raidshipaen
Initial travel, between training activities and to home on
separation? aviation cadets from home or active duty to training
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between training activities and separation travel; offloer
candldatoB and aviation offiner oandidates from home to first duty
station and separation travel.
Aotlvlty 4 « Other Oosts:
Provides for Interest on deposits made by enlisted
personnel, death gratuities to benefiolarles of active duty
military personnel, mortgage Insureuaoe premiUBis and olalms for
baok-pay under Public Law 35-255
•
ilesei'va Personnel, iJavy
Aotlvlty 1 - Reserve Paraonnal;
Provides funds for drill pay and clothing aliowanoes for
aeiiibera of the ilaval Tiesarve assigned to or associated with
drilling units; ooausand pay for performance of administrative
duties; training duty pay, travel, subsistence and disability and
death benefits as applicable for personnel on active duty for
training*
^q%%nn g - ii^ese|;ire. Q|f^oer Oandidates;
Provides funds for pay, allowances, subsistence, travel
and individual clothing for personaol undergoing training as
officer candidates in the Naval lieserva Officer's Training Corps
and Reserve Officer Oandidates progrtias, and retained pay of
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Aircraft and Related Procurement, Navy
Sh98e activities finance prooureiaent of new aircraft to
•upport attack carrier air groups; oarried-bas#d antisubmarine
warfare groups j antisubmarine warfare land and seaplane squadrons
|
and i4arine Air Wings j together with their supporting components and
•pare parts j the cost of modifying and modernizing in-service
aircraft; and other related items such as aircraft production tools
and equipment, and aircraft training equipment for simulating
operational, tactical, and maintenance problems. Procurement
requirementg for new aircraft are based on projected aircraft
•peratlDts programs and replacement of losses caused by attrition
and obsolescence*
i^ptivitios 8-12 - Missiles. i)rones« and Related iJqulDment
fhe procurement of all Jfavy laissiles for fleet outfitting
and training and of related spare parts and modification is
financed under these activities. Related projects such as powered
and unpowered target procurement, antisubmarine drone procurement,
and missile industrial facilities are also financed here* l\inds
are also provided for the procurement of hardware associated with
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(Nov Activity 2 Operations and Maintenance, Navy)
Aircraft and Facilities provides for the operating costs
of Haval Aviation, including air combat forces of the Regular Navy
and Marine Corps, supporting service and training forces. Naval
and Marine Air Reserves, naval air stations and such related
activities as procurement of weather instruments, technical
publications, ground equipment, aerial photographic equipment,
maintenance of shipboard catapults and arresting gear, and
procurement of special fuels for evaluating newly developed power
plants* Funds requested will support aircraft operating with the
highly mobile attack carrier striking forces, antisubmarine
carrier forces, antisubmarine land and sea patrol squadrons,
carrier forces, Marine air wings, and miscellaneous combat and
support squadrons
•
Shipbuilding and Conversion, Navy
Activity 1 « Polaris Ships
This activity provides funds for the construction of
nuclear»powered Polaris submarines. Additionally, it funds the
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Aotivity 2 - Othor Warships
Thle activity provides funds for the construction,
modernization and conversion of all major oorahat type ships suoh
as aircraft carriers, submarines (other than Polaris), frigates,
and destroyers, including their initial anaaisent and electronios
•quipment.
Activity 3 * ijaphibious Ships
This aotivity finances the construction and conversion of
all amphibious assault ships.
Activity 4 ^ Mine Warfare and Patrol Ships
This activity finances the construction and conversion of
all combat type ships not otherwise classified* Included are
•scort ships and mine oounter^measures support ships*
Aotivity 5 -> Auxiliaries and Orafts
This aotivity finances the construction and conversion of
support ships to provide food, fuel, amd ammunition* Included are
supply ships, fleet oilers, ammunition resupply ships, cargo ships,
research ships and command ships*
Ships and Facilities
(Now Aotivity 3» Operations and Maintenance, Ifavy)
Funds are included to support ships of the active fleet,
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preservation of ships in the Reserve fleet without overhaul or
modernization, j^phasis is placed on overhaul and maintenance of
active fleet ships} improvements and modernization of selected
active ship.5 especially to augment antisubiaarina warfare and fleet
air defease capability; and repair and overhaul of equipment.
Special provision has been aiade in the budget for a higher lever of
overhaul and alteration of naval ships in order to improve the
oondition and readiness of the fleet*
Illlltary Oonstruotion, Havy
Activity 1 - Major Oonstruction:
Activity 2 - Minor Oonstruction:
Activity 3 - Planning:
Activity 4 - Supporting Activities:
These activities provide for the acquisition and
construction of facilities for the Kaval Shore Sstabllahaent within
the Oontinental United States and overseas. Ihe estiniates are
shown for budget purposes by the above activities to agree with the
official apportionment categories. Military construction pro;)ects
are planned to meet a particular need or to solve a particular
problem. They are either military improvements to meet military
requirements or capital Improveiaents for the purposes of Increasing
the efficiency of the Naval Shore Establishment. The military
oonstruction appropriation finances such projects as have been
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of anticipated construction projects to determine their i&agnitude,
the physical conditions of the proposed site, and in many instances
to prepare detailed plans and specifications in adirance of
authorization and appropriation. Included also are funds for minor
oonstruction and improvements and extensions.
Military Qonstruotion. Haval Heserve
Activity 1 • Major Oonstruction
Activity 2 - I4inor Construction
Activity 3 - Planning
These activities provide for the oonstruction, acquisition,
expansion, rehabilitation and conversion of facilities used in the
training and administration of the Reserve Forces of the Navy and
Marine Oorps as authorized by law. The estimates are shown for
budget purposes by the above activities to agree with the official
appropriation categories. In all instances where practicable,
these facilities sre planned for use jointly by the Navy suid
Marine Oorps Reserve personnel and, where feasible, jointly with
APBjy and Air Force Reserves. In budget presentations the
estlfflates are justified under three categories; namely: (1) Naval
Reserve, Aviation; (2) Naval Heserve, Surface; and (3) Marine
Bessrve, Ground. This serves to facilitate consideration and
review of the program by indicating the reserve programs which
they support and by identifying reserve activity responsible for
t -\si
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the Justification of particular projects sponsored by them,
Servicewide Operations, Navy
(Sow Activity 7$ Operations and Maintenance, Navy)
Facilities and programs under the management of the Ohief
of Naval Operations, including his headquarters staff, are the
principal activities financed under this activity* Included are
unified command headquarters, naval stations, naval district
headquarters, the naval communication system, the Naval Security
Group, the Cceanographic Office, the Maval intelligence and
programing services for command and control systems. Also under
this activity are the operations of the offices of the Secretary
of the Navy, the Judge Advocate General of the Navy, and the Ohief
of Naval Research.
Servicewide Supply and Finance
(How Activity 6, Operations and Maintenance, Mrj)
fhe workload of this activity is directly responsive to
fleet, air, and shore station operations, including major
procurement actions. This activity encompasses the logistical
support of major active forces, both continental and overseas, at
shipyards and at fourteen major supply depots and centers.
Planning and programing for this support, including procurement and
requirements determination, is accomplished by eleven inventory
rrrrra
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control points of which the Aviation Supply Office in Philadelphia
is the largest. Transportation costs of intra-l^avy movezaont in
material directed by these inventory control points, including
shipment by Military Sea Transportation Service, are also funded by
this activity,
Uaval Personnel, General Sxpen3««
(How Activity 1, Operations and Maintenance, Navy)
Provision is made for the recruiting and procurement of
all naval personnel through approximately one thousand recruiting
facilities, and their individual group training (except medical and
air) in one hundred and forty naval schools, in over fifty civilian
colleges and in three hundred and nineteen Reserve training centers,
jPhe training at naval schools includes recruit training, basic
technical training, advanced technical training, scientific
training and professional education for officers and enlisted men.
The civilian colleges are training officers and enlisted men
primarily In various scientific and engineering fields not covered
by Naval schools and over ten thousand Naval Reserve Officer
Training Corps midshipmen for the Regular and Reserve Navy and
i4arlne Gorps, The Reserve training centers maintain the training of
Karal Reservists, The Naval Academy annually prepares approximately
three thousand five hundred midshipmen for careers as Naval or
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of all naval personnel to fleet and shore activities and for
technical administration of their welfare.
Ordnance and Facilities
(Now coabined with Aircraft and Facilities under Activity 2,
Operations and Maintenance, Navy)
1?hesa funds are required for preparation of ordnance and
ammunition for operational readiness such as offensive and
defensive missiles and missile-supporting equipment, These complex
equipments must be overhauled, modernized and maintained to render
the units operational at all times. Supporting ordnance facilities
and equipment are vital, along with detailed training information
and techniques for personnel involved, in order to ensure reliable
performance of Navy equipment, ^nmunition, and missiles such as
isaaiSR, TARTAR, TAL03, SXDSWIIDM, BULLPUP, and SPAHROW, as well
as nuclear ordnance available to the Navy's striking forces. At
the same time there continues to be an urgent demand for
maintaining and overhauling conventional components for issue to
our deployed fleet. The ordnance facilities funded must perform
laboratory investigations, calibrations procedures, technical
evaluations and reporting procedures for periodic and post repair
checkout of components to ensure safety and reliability.
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In this chapter an analysis and identification of trends
In the Navy's spending which might indicate whether or not an
attempt is being made to use these funds as an econoraic tool of
govemaent will bo made. Ooiaiaents will be made for each of the
tabulated sections of data» leaving for the last chapter the
conclusions that can be drawn from this analysis*
Before beginning the detailed analysis, a few words about
tlie problems involved in obtaining coherent expenditure data. At
the end of each fiscal year the Office of the Assistant Secretary
of Defense, Comptroller, publishes a fora with all Department of
Defense expenditures, giving the unexpected balance carried into
this fiscal year; new obligationary authority; monthly expenditures
for each appropriation title plus the closing figures to carry
forward into the next fiscal year. There is no breakdown of
spending within the individual appropriation title accounts readily
available for inspection. These figures are apparently kept within
the various offices which administer the financial program for the




Another problem, touched upon briefly In Chapter III, Is
that of finding and following an appropriation title for the
period under study which doea not change appreciably In the
characteristics of its spending or in the characteristics of Its
naae* Sven a casual examination of the monthly expenditure
reports shows few appropriation titles which can be easily
followed*
Each year It seems there are changes In the presentation
of the appropriation title system* In i960 there was a change
which incorporated many separate titles into one large one called
Operations and iMalntenanoe, Navy* This change brought a degree
of similarity to the appropriation titles for all the services.
Sven though the appropriation title language was still indicated
on the monthly expenditure reports, the figures given under
Aircraft and Pacilities, for example, lost all meaning* The
information from fiscal i960 reflected only spending that was
oarrled out to malce payments under the obligations Incurred under
the formerly separate title* Instead of immediately changing oveir
to the new system, the old titles were carried until all
obligations incurred would be payed for* This does not mean that
the functions which were carried out under the old appropriation
title were no longer being performed. New obligations were
incurred under the new titles* This shift made it impossible to
follow several of the selected titles through the entire period*
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An examination of the Navy Budget Dlgegt's ooverlng
flaoal years 1957 throush 1963, reveals that many of the titles
that are beiag carried are not reflootive of that title name.
The title. Aircraft and Paollities, originally was designed to
support flight operations of the JJavy and Marine Corps, Prior to
1954 some support of missiles was expended out of this
appropriation, The ma;3or change in I960 placed this title under
Operations and Maintenance , as an activity, and as the nature of
the Uavy elowly changed, the title of the activity was changed.
Weapons and Facilities no'w supports many of the missiles used by
the Navy as wall as being the major appropriation for the support
of faval Aviation, Changes of this s^rt are inevitable, but again
aake it very difficult to follow the spending characteristics of
the Havy,
Of extreme importance is the iaposeibility of determining
why a particular amount wag spent at that given tlae. Some of the
information is classified j the reasons are not stated in official
records; Individuals who now hold the responsible Jobs were not
the same who were there when the decision was made to spend. We
are ass '.ired that the money was spent; that it was spent legally;
and that it was spent for national defense,
Ihese then were some of the problems encountered in
evaluating which of the data to include in this study, Great care
has been taken to ensure that all titles followed, conform closely,
within the title, to the same spending characteristics. Secondly,
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each title can be followed for as long a time span as possible*
Within this framework, the analysis is presented.
Military Personnel
^his title permits, for services rendered, payment of
funds to the officers and men of the Navy. It would seem that
this particular appropriation would be expended at a fairly steady
rate. However, this is not true. The variation from one month
to the next can amount to as much as $110 million between any two
consecutive months. The average rate of spending does follow a
fairly uniform curve, rising gradually. The prime cause of this
has been due to the cost of living raises granted to the military
during the period under consideration. The total rise in spending
has amoiinted to about a 14;^ increase above that found in fiscal
1954.
The total amount expended each month is dependent on a
number of factors designated in the four activities of this
appropriation. Activity one, which includes the basic pay of the
personnel in the Navy, is not always paid when due. Many times
aboard ship men elect not to draw all of the pay due them. This is
a form of savings that the enlisted men can draw interest on. At
other times, when entering a good liberty port for example, all
monies due will be drawn, and many of the men will try to borrow
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additional funds. In one case, on a deployment to the Arctio
where no liberty oould be expected in three months, virtually no
pay was drawn by the crew. Upon the return to their home port
almost all pay was cleared from the books Just prior to entering
port.
Activity two provides for subsistence in kind for enlisted
personnel. Itssentially, personnel who are not supported by a
military mess are entitled to draw "Oomrats, " commuted rations,
which amount to about a dollar a day. (The exact rate varies with
the amount allotted to feed each man, in a government mess, on a
daily basis.) In an aircraft squadron, the men living ashore,
and not receiving support from a government mess draw "Oomrats,"
except when deployed and receiving rations from a military mesa.
Activity three supports the travel program for the
transfer of personnel from place to place. This includes only the
permanent changes in duty. The payment of such funds for travel
can vary in the timing, considerably, from that of the
accomplishment of that travel, for example, advanced payment can
be made (in certain cases) for settlement of travel to be
performed by the service member. In other cases travel
renumeration is collected by the serviceman at some date after the
completion of travel. Officers can draw three months advanced
pay (repayable in the next succeeding six months) prior to the
execution of their orders.
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Another method of pa/ment for travel Is the Transportation
Request, or TR, This is, in effect, a cheok, made out hy the Mvy
and payable to a commercial carrier, for transportation of the
service man and his dependents. These TR's are not redeemed
immediately by the carriers. They normally wait until they get a
sizable amount to forward to the treasury for payment. All of the
above items account, in part, for the erratic spending noted
between any two consecutive months.
In January of 195^, there was a noticeable drop off
reaching to August of 195^. (last part of the 1953-1954 recession)
amounting to about |12 million per month average drop, due
probably to the release from active duty of many reservists at the
end of the Korean crisis. There was a climb and then a smaller
drop (15 million per month) Just prior to the 1957-1958 recession.
This was followed by a rise through the first quarter of fiscal
1958, followed by a shallow dip through to the end of the
contractual portion of the economy at that time. Since then there
has been a slow rise to the present level of spending. The
aggregate rise seems to be in the order of 1.4^ per year. There
seems to be no strong indication that this appropriation is used
as an economic weapon.
Reserve Personnel
The spending under this appropriation title is very erratic
in nature. Within the wide monthly fluctuations there seems to be
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a minor secondary pattern reflected within each quarter. The
first month of the quarter seems to generate the largest amount
of spending, with decreases during the next two succeeding months
of the quarter. There was a slight dip in the average monthly
spending during the early part of the 195^-1955 recession, with
a gradual upswing through fiscal 1955. During fiscal 1956 and
1957 > there were some very large gyrations in the average monthly
spending. The spending during this period does not seem to be
tied to the period of the fiscal year. The three peaks and
troughs involved in this series appear to increase in magnitude
with each swing in the cycle. Pealc spending is reached at the
start of fiscal 1956, with the trough reached in mid-year. Ihe
second peak, higher than the first, occurs at the beginning of
fiscal 1957 with a deeper trough in mid-fiscal year 1958. This
coincided with the start of the 1957-195B recession. The fall off
in spending was comparatively rapid. The several fluctuations
seemed to level out with an almost level average rate of spending,
which was about 06.5 million per month, li^en here, however, it
can be seen that peaks, however minor, are present at the turn of
the fiscal year, with associated troughs at mid-fiscal year. The
rapid drop in spending, with no corresponding rise in spending
after the drop, may have helped to prolong the 1957-1958 recession*
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Aircraft and J^elated Proourement
Spending within this appropriation title seems to b»
contracyollcal In nature. During the 1954-1955 recession,
spending Increased at a steady rate, culminating In an unusually
large amount of expenditures In June of 1954. Average spending
then dropped to a relatively stable rate of about |140 million
per month, until late In fiscal 1956. There was a small peaic In
average spending, this fiscal year, also culminating with a very
large year-end spending spree. In the initial stages of the
1957-1953 recession, there was a slight dip in the average
spending rate of this appropriation title, but a large steady
climb began about September, 1956, with the average rate of
spending increasing from ^140 million to |?205 million per month.
This spending rate continued till the end of fiscal 19?^? at which
time a slow decline in the rate of spending was noted, dropping
to about a |165 million per month rate. Again, there was a peak
spending month in June, 1959.
Fiscal year 1961 was the first year that the new
appropriation title. Procurement of Aircraft and Missiles, was
introduced. Uhis new appropriation was to replace the old
appropriation title. In order to properly follow the spending
trends it was necessary to combine the two appropriation titles.
No new obllgatlonal authority was granted to the old title. The
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money on hand for this title would continue to be expended to
meet previously committed obligations.
fiscal year 1961 saw little increase iu the average rate
of spending until late in the year, when there was a slight trend
toward increased spending, A very rapid rate of increase in
expenditures occurred in fiscal 1962 and 1963, This can be
explained, again in part, by noting that the cost of modern
aircraft (or airborne weapons systems, as they are now called),
have increased tremendously, fJot only has the cost of manufacture
increased, but the eophistication of power plants and electronic
equipment, associated vrlth the aircraft, and which the weapons
system would be useless without, have in many cases surpassed the
cost of the basic airframe.
The two year increase In spending ended on a very unusual
note. May of fiscal 1963 saw peak spending of $587.1 million,
with a drop to #137.^ million at the close of this fiscal year.
I'he average rate of spending was about ^260 million, with the
curve sloping up. The exact meaning of this is not known. Until
figures for fiscal 1964 are available, the exact meaning of this
spending could not indicate a trend. This writer thinks that this
was nothing more than the normal wide fluctuations of spending
that can occur between any two consecutive months. It is expected
that the trend of spending, with respect to procurement under this
appropriation title, will continue to slope upward.
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Ihere are no Indications that the spending for this title
might possibly be tied to the general state of the economy,
Airoraft and Faoilitiee
this appropriation title could not be followed through
the entire time span under oonslderatioa. The spending in this
area consists essentially of the operating costs of Naval Aviation.
These funds buy the fuel and oil needed to keep aircraft flying.
The initial spending in this area that is recorded seems to be a
carry-over from the Korean orlsig. Spending was maintained at
about the |73 million per month level, -»rith an increase In spending
at the end of the fiscal year to keep from returning money to
the Treasury. A sa^^'-toothed curve starts to develop, the initial
cycle lasting through one fi?3oal year. However, in fiscal 1957
the curve did not drop at the end of the fiscal year but was
stretched out for an extra nine months, dropping shortly before
&he end of fiscal 1957 • This drop in spending led very slightly
the recession of 1957-1958. ^he spending rate tended to remain
low during the remaining portion of the examination period. The
drop in spending of about |8 million per month during this
business recession did not help to maintain a stable economy, but




Spending under this title reflects the most unique curve
of the various titles studied. The first three years under
consideration show a gradually increasing saw-toothed curve, with
the lowest level of spending in the early part of the fiscal year,
reaching a peak in spending in June. Xhls pattern of spending was
observed for the fiscal years I96I through I965, with the rate of
spending being at about twice the level of fiscal 1954 through
1956. The saw-toothed characteristics of these last three years
show a much sharper rise and fall for each of these years, the
spending during May and June of 1963 shows a tremendous increase.
It is not known whether this is a repetition of the type of
spending in the period 1958 through i960, or the start of a very
high level of spending.
fhe period from mid-fiscal 1958 through the en6. of fiscal
i960 reflects a very high rate of spending. This was caused
primarily by the development and urgent ailitaiv need of the
Polaris submarine. In addition, several surface nuclear powered
ships were required along with many nuclear powered attack
submarines. All of this took large sums of money, the return of
some ^357 million in June, I960, probably refloots suias returned
due to the expiration of appropriations authorized in the late
forties and early fifties. The characteristics of spending for
this appropriation title have been conducted so that they tend to
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oppose the economlo oontractionB, However, It Is felt that this
happens to be ooincldental, and that any Justifiable military
requlremants would talce priority over economio considerations.
Ships and Paoilities
This appropriation aooount oorros ponds to the Airoraft
and Paoilities appropriation except that it pertains to the ships
of the fleet, rather than to the aircraft. An average rate of
spending, sloping down» of #95 nillion per month, characterizes
the initial trend in this curve. The high rate of spending during
fiscal 195A is apparently a carry-over from the Korean crisis.
There is a sharp drop in the rate of spending in fiscal 1955, with
a smaller drop In fiscal 1956, Prom fiscal 1956 through fiscal
1959, a very steady rate of spending is apparent. A^dditionally,
the fluctuations from month to month are relatively 3isall. There
seems to be no indication of this appropriation being used for
economic purposes*
^^filitar.y Qons<true tion
This appropriation has a relatively stable rate of spending.
Sxcept for several siaall monthly peaks, the chanf^es in spending
tend to be very gradual. There is a sharp drop (approximately 25/^
of the average rate of spending of fiscal 195^), with a steady rate
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of spending established for the next eighteen months. From mid'*
fiscal 1936 there is a gradual rise in the rate of spending to
030 million per month* The changes in the amounts spent, from
one month to the next, are relatively small* Of some six separate
monthly peaics, only three of these occurred at the end of a fiscal
year* The remaining peaks were scattered randomly throughout the
fiscal year*
There seems to be little or no indication that the spending
performed within this appropriation title is used to help
manipulate the economy*
Military Qonstruction. Naval Reserve
This appropriation was first listed in fiscal 1954t with
initial expenditures being made in December, 1953* Though the
maximum spent in any one month was |2.3 million, the spending shows
great variation* The trends follow no pattern and are very
erratic in nature* After a slow start, the monies spent rose
rapidly, and then commenced gyrations which probably are still
continuing* The longest sustained level of spending that could
be called steady occurs from the second quarter of fiscal 1956 to
the second quarter of fiscal 1957 • A very substantial peak occurs
^ust after the downturn in the economy, in August, 1957. For a
three month period the spending in this area almost doubles,
before returning to the lower level, erratic, spending pattern*
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Also, a five oionth dip in spending, beginning in Deoember, I960
occurs* In one case there is a sharp increase in spending, with
the economic downturn. In the other, December, I960, there is a
sharp drop in spending with the economic downturn. In one case
the spending opposed the economy; in the other the spending
followed the economy. This area is one that could probably be
explored as one in which the spending patterns could be tied more
closely to the economy. The amounts expended in this area,
however, are very small, and it is problematical whether this
spending could have any great effect on the total economic picture.
Service- v/ide Operations
This appropriation has a very sharp drop from the spending
rate level of the Korean crisis, with only one major peak
occurring in July, 1954. The average rate of spending tends to
be very smooth, with an average low, in fiscal 195A, of $6.25
million, climbing regularly to an average rate of about 111
fflllllon in fiscal 1959* There seems to be no pattern that could
be said to be tied to the economy.
Service-Wide Supply and Finance
This appropriation follows a rather steady trend with only
two minor peaks in spending. These occur at the end of fiscal
1955 and 1958. The trend of spending is generally downward, with
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a gentle slope, -fehrougii the end of fiscal 1955 • From then until
the end of the fisoal year 1959, the monthly rat© of spending
seems to be almost flat, at about §25 million per month. There
seems to be no tie-in with the econoniy*
Haval Personnel, ^lenaral Slxpenaea
The spending for this appropriation follows a regular
saw-toothed pattern. A slight tightening of this pattern occurs
in fiscal 1957 f with a yearly peak occurring about three months
before the end of the fiscal year. The drop after this peak is
not nearly as deep as those previous to it, and the next saw-tooth
peak occurs at the end of fisoal 1958. The average rate of
spending seems to be about $5 million per month more from early
1958 to the end of fisoal 1959 » than the average rate of spending
prior to 1958. Xhe month to month expenditures vary at times as
much as twenty million dollars. The flattening out of the curve
during the 1957-1958 recession, in all probability, helped to
steady the economy somewhat.
Ordnance and facilities
The fiscal years 1954 and 1955 show the effects of
spending from the Korean War. A good bit of the money expended
during this time was used to replenish the stores of ammunition
for possible future contingency uses. Plateaus of 183 million per
h<
month In fiscal 195A and |50 aiilllon per month in 1955 give way
to a very steady level of spending, at about $15 million per
month. The variations in the rate of spending for any two
consecutive months are very small, Xhere appear to be no peaks
or troughs that could conform to the economic picture. There is
a very slight dip in the average rate spent per month during
fiscal 1953, but amounts to no more than about $2 million per
month.
there seems to be, onoe again, no tie-in with the
economy.
table 14: .dzi^enditures in .Sxcess of Appropriations
this table was constructed with a view toward the
establishment of any indication that might show that in recession
yeeirs expenditures are speeded up to help the economy. It must
be pointed out that there is nothing illegal in the over-
expenditure of funds above Hew Obligational Authority (HOA).
Sach appropriation must be obligated within the period specified
by the basic appropriation act covering these expenditures;
however, the expenditure of funds to pay for these obligations
can occur at a later date. In many instances there are carry-overs
of obligated but not expended amounts from previous fiscal years.
Ihis table attempted to show if the spending rates were
increased, in relation to the appropriations for that year, an
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attempt to help piok up the econoiay. Ihis, of course, brings up
the point as to what constitutes the stimulus to the econoray—
obligation ot funds or sxpsndltura ot funds. Xhare would be no
probleaas if obligations and expenditures ocourrad 3iiaultansously»
Sinoa this does not occur, and since infonaation concarnlng the
obligation of funds was not available, rsllance and inferences
must be made from the expenditure data*
The excess In spending in fiscal 1954 over appropriations
is probably due to the adjusting of the services to the new
levels of spending required when no military crisis exists.
During the fiscal years 195vS and 1962, relatively little unusual
spending in excess of appropriations was noted. Fiscal 1959, a
good business year, shows the only trend toward this type of
spending . Nine out of twelve appropriation titles examined show
an excess of spending. There is the possibility hare that
obligations were used in fiscal 1957 to spur the economy and
that payment for these obligations was only then forthooaing.
^U3iiaary
This then is the basic findings of this study. The
interpretations and conclusions generated from them will be
discussed in the next chapter, along with some cosmients concerning




This study has shown that there la no olear relationship
with the Department of the Uavy's spending and its ua© as a tool
to help control the economy, fh@ evidence indicates that the
Savy's spending is strictly a function of military need,
The remaining comments that will be made concern some of
the problems generated by government spending and in particular,
the military spending that has become necessary due to the present
cold war situation, which promises to continue for many years.
The basic economic problems that will have to be solved will be
those of correcting the high rate of military spending today. If
there is a marked easing of world tensions and the military posture
of the United States is decreased , what will replace the 10^ of
Gross National Product now being generated by the military?
\ih&% are the prospects for continued growth for the 'J, 3,
economy? In 1957 a survey was made of fifty prominent economists,^
One of the questions raised was: "What is the most important
economic problem facing the United States today?" It is interesting
^Robert L, Heilbroner, "The Price of Growth, " The Reporter ,
January 7, I960, Part I, p, 29,
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to note that not one of the economists mentioned a Xaoic of growth
as one of this country's economic problems. It was a foregone
conclusion that the economy had to grow, VThy? There were five
important reasons.
o
!• Systematic research and development for new products.
2, World ^^T II baby boom.
3* Growth potential of such new Industries as air
conditioning, electronics, etc.
4. ^ianagerlal awareness of growth; therefore, more
realistic planning Is made for it.
5. In a democratic form of government, no party can remain
In power for long if it allowed a depression to run its course.
i^ny of the so-called new products are merely slight
modifications of existing devices. The new industries in air
conditioning etc. deal, to a large extent with luxury items. We
have an over-abundance of goods, high unemployment, large military
spending, and poverty existing side by side.
Since the end of World War II our economy has shifted
slowly from one of Industrial capitalism to one with strong
indications of becoming a military capitalistic economy.
Approximately ten percent of the Gross National Product is spent in
2Some feel that there have been no new consumer goods
developed in the last twenty years. See: David Brinlcley, Review of
OonventiOQ by Fletcher Knebel and Charles W, Bailey II, th^
Washington Post Book Weelc . (March 15, 1964), p. 6.
».:.
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defense; and this without infringing on the civilian sector of the
economy,^ In order to maintain even a small rate of growth, very
large sums must be expended .lust for plant and equipment. For
example, with a $480 billion Gross National Product, ^0-35
4billion is required for plant and equipment* With a possible
Gross National Product of #900 billion in 1980, 150-60 billion,
in terms of today's dollars, will be needed for plant and equipment*
In the event of an economic down turn, can the government
enter the picture and spend as it should? It can; but can the
government afford to? Using the 1938 recession as an example, the
government would have had to spend an extra 115-20 billion to
provide the plant and equipment needed to generate the modest
growth experienced prior to this recession (approximately a 30%
drop in the economy during this period), This does not reflect
the spending normally incurred by government when recession periods
strike.
In addition to the above problem, we have one which is
that of possible reduction of spending within the military, coupled
with a genuine easing of world tension. This problem has been
summed up by David Brinkley in a recent book review,'^
^Heilbroner, loo, cit ,, p. 31*
^ Ibid ,, p, 29.
^Brinkley, op, cit .
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After the last war, we moved fairly easily from
a military to a oivilian economy because we had a
great deiaand for consumer goods not available during
the war, and when the Pentagon's wartime spending
stopped, there was plenty of oivilian work to do.
But now the Pentagon is the biggest single consumer
in the country; indeed, in the world, and at the same
time we ^re smothered in automobiles, washing machines
and motorized barbecuers.
No one really expects any substantial disarmament
now, nor any precipitous outs in defense spending, but
it is reasonable to hope that in the next few years the
burden of a i;50-billion»a-year military outlay can
safelv be lightened. There must actually ^ a time
when 'enough is enough, " But when there is a lively
economy, mountains of consumer goods, 10 percent or
more of the countiy working for the military, and there
is still substantial unemployment, there will be, and
is, relentless pressure to keep the defense contracts
coming
«
The present Secretary of Defense has said he does
not want military buying to become a welfare or make-
work program, but it already has, and it tends to
perpetuate itself. The longer it goes on, and the more
our labor and industry and educational system become
attuned and adapted to it, the harder it is to stop.
While so many scientists, engineers and designers have
been assigned to military work, not one major new
coni3^lmsr product has been developed in this country
since television, 20 years ago.
So it is not at all exaggerated to say our reliance
on armaments is a national dsuager, and some time our
political leaders will have to deal with it.
'Xhe country has reached the position where the government
must continue to spend, probably at a slowly increasing rate, in
order to keep the society "affluent." There is little doubt that
total givernment spending cannot be reduced. Reduce the military
sector then government must increase in some other sector, and
probably without changing the character of the spending. By this
it is meant that if a out is made in the procurement of radio
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transmitters and reaeivars by the Armed Forces, than Increases In
spending in other sectors, such as the Jj'ederal Aviation
Adsilnlstration, which could use the same type of equipment, must
be Blade*
Xhe time has coiae when there must be a oentz'al
coordinating group to provide the guidelines, but more important,
have the power to Implement these guidelines to provide the best
economic conditiona for our society. It is ridiculous for this
country to have so many groups working, or so it seems, against
each other. Qongress gives a tax cut (to spur the economy)}
Congress wants to cut spending (to contract the economy); the
federal Reserve wants to restrict the amount of money (to contract
the economy)? Congress wants to Increase salaries of federal
employees (to spur the economy). What is the net result of this
type of action?
American capitalism must change and adjust to the demands
required by the population and the world political situation.
Some writers feel that we are heading toward some form of
"oapitalistic socialism." Regardless of the economic or political
form of our society, the problems that arise must be conquered,
until eventually we will have a society with full employment,
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